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About Us
Divine Monk Enterprise is a newly established business entity in the Indian market which
is indulged mainly into the production of Bottle Caps, Solar Fence Guard and Solar Fence
Guard . Apart from this, we are availing the service of third party manufacturing to sell
Pure Copper Bottle, Leakproof Copper Bottle, Fancy Purple Brass Bottle, Designer
Silver Brass Bottle, etc. under our own brand- Divine Monk. We are a focused
manufacturer and supplier working hard under the ownership of Mr. Pravin Devani,
holding incredible knowledge in this domain. The bottles supplied by us in the market are
widely appreciated for their features like leak proof, strong grip of the cap, elegant
designs, soothing colors and excellent ﬁnishing. Companies from whom we source
Brass and Copper Bottles are selected on the basis of their production methods,
standards they follow, brand image and capability to meet urgent & bulk orders.

Our Future Goals
 We are aiming to add more categories in our product portfolio which we produce inhouse.
 We are aiming to recruit more skilled individuals in our team to perform different
functions smoothly.
 We are aiming to expand our business reach all across the country with the help of
distributors, suppliers and other business associates.
 We are aiming to equip more advanced technologies and production machines in our
facility, in the near future.

Support of Team
We are greatly supported by sincere and trained individuals who are focused towards
taking our newly formed organization into the heights of success. They are extremely
focused towards their jobs which they perform with utmost honesty. Whatever complex
tasks are assigned to the employees, they put their best foot forward to achieve
favorable results. Engineers, production personnel, quality analysts, managers, sales &
marketing executives, etc. are some of the professionals working in our team. With their
combined efforts, we are able to offer premium quality Bottle Caps, Leakproof Copper
Bottle, Fancy Purple Brass Bottle, Pure Copper Bottle, Designer Silver Brass Bottle, etc.

Our Products

Zatka Machine

Solar Zatka Machine

Electronic Siren

Zatka Machine Transformer

8 Kva Zatka Machine
Transformer

2 Ampere Battery Charger
Transformer

Diamond Fridge Bottle

Diamond Shape Plastic
Fridge Bottle

Pure Copper Bottle

Increasing Immunity
Copper Bottle

Slow Down Aging
Copper Bottle

Leakproof Copper Bottle
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